In Tukang Besi the basic NP appears inside a KP, since all NPs must appear either with a preceding article or with a preposition (for certain obliques), sometimes both (some time expressions violate this otherwise fast rule; see chapters 3 or 17). As described in chapter 4, there are four articles used to mark case relations: the nominative na, the non-nominative core te, the genitive nu, and the oblique i/di. The genitive case nu, and other issues concerning possession, are discussed in chapter 13, and do not feature here. Preposition Phrases are described in the second part of this chapter, and the first part deals with NP structure in general, and the properties of core KPs. These minimally consist of the head of the NP, which is typically a noun (N), plus an article. A minimal KP is, thus, an article followed by an NP headed in the N position, as seen in (1) and (2):
(1) 
TOP
Wanci not-yet 3R-many NOM study.at.unversity.SI 'As for Wanci, there aren't yet a lot (of people) who have attended university' (the second KP na kumulia is NOT headed in the N position; indeed, it is not headed at all, and has only the subject relative clause (see chapter 15) following the article)
The minimal KP consisting of simply a noun and a preceding article exemplified above may be expanded in several ways, through modification by demonstratives, inalienable markers, numeral, verbal or adjectival expressions. The relative ordering of many of these elements is not totally fixed, being determined by case choice to some extent, and general freedom of position as well. The demonstratives, however, are rigidly fixed to appear following all other constituents in the KP. Subtopics that are relevant to the internal constituency of the NP, and that are dealt with in other chapters, are those of Possession (see chapter 13) and Demonstratives (chapter 6). Their role in NP structure will be dealt with here, but not the details of their internal structure. Relative clauses, which play a large role in NP structure, will also be dealt with here only as far as their place within the NP is concerned, and their own structures and restrictions are left to chapter 15.
At the other end of the NP to the Demonstrative position is the N', which is also fixed in the position beginning the NP, and consists of a fixed group consisting of the nominal head, any adjectives, and any possessive suffixes. All of the other modifiers in the Noun Phrase occur after the N'; there are no pre-head modifiers in an NP, and nothing in the KP appears before the article. The choices available for the Demonstrative position depend on the case of the KP as a whole, and there are two different internal structures for an NP, again depending on whether the argument represented by the KP is nominative or nonnominative. The basic non-nominative NP has an ADJ position before the -POSS; this is the major distinguishing feature of this NP type over the nominative NP type, whose ADJ position follows a -POSS, and one of the clear points of distinction between verbs and adjectives. The A tree structure representing the composition of the phrase structure rules presented above is given in (3):
Noun phrases: core and oblique phrases 305 In addition to the difference in the ordering of adjectives and possession, there are some differences in the make-up of the bracketed material following. This is less significant, however, in that the order shown in the curly brackets is a preferred order only, not an absolute one. For stylistic reasons, this preferred order of modifiers may be altered. The choices available for the demonstrative position, however, seem to be absolute. Only nominative phrases may occur with the anaphoric marker ai, and only nonnominative phrases may appear with the previous discourse indicator ba'i. Furthermore, the position of this demonstrative material is fixed with respect to the rest of the NP. It is always the right-most part of an NP A distinction needs to be made between NPs in which the article is followed by a head in the N position, and those which are not. An NP with an N constituent is called a headed NP; it is distinguished from an NP without a constituent in this position by the modificational possibilities available, which are in all cases greater for a headed NP. Details of some of the constituents of an NP are dealt with in other chapters, such as those on pronouns, demonstratives, possession, and the section on relative clauses in chapter 15. The discussion here shall centre on the possibilities for modification of different types of NPs.
KPs with an NP headed in the N position
An NP may be headed in the N position by a common noun, names or personal pronouns. The only effect that the different heads have on NP structure is that a pronoun or proper name may not be modified by a (-POSS) or a prepositional phrase. Other modification by adjectives, numerals and classifiers, 1 demonstrative, relative clauses etc. is allowed, within the limits of NP structure described above. Examples (4) - (6) Unlike the ordering of the constituents that follow the adjective/possessive position, and precede the demonstrative, the ordering of the adjective with respect to the possessive suffix is fixed given the choice of an NP as nominative or non-nominative.
NPs not headed in the N position
In addition to the NPs described above, there are NPs with reduced ranges of modificational possibilities; these are all NPs in which there is no N constituent; rather, the constituent immediately following the article is from one of the categories of the NP other than noun, pronoun or common name. The NP takes an assumed generic 'noun' as its understood reference, as in (29) The restrictions on modification of an NP not headed by an N are that only a modifier that would follow the first element in the NP in the ordering of a headed NP is allowed to serve as a modifier. For instance, with a demonstrative as the first element in the NP, no further modification is possible, because a demonstrative occupies the final position in the NP structure: Similarly, a numeral + classifier may not be followed by an adjective, but does allow a relative clause to follow it, or a demonstrative:
NOM two-CLASS steal.SI CORE onion iso ai] KP ? yon ANA 'Did you see those two who were stealing the onions?' Adjectives may be modified by almost the normal range of possible modifiers, but do not allow for an adjective following, since that position allows maximally one member in an NP, and is already occupied. In order for an adjective to modify another adjective, it must be treated as a normal verb and appear in the relative clause position, as seen in (38) The inalienable marker, the anaphoric (which is constrained, in any case, to appear after a demonstrative) and previous reference markers, possessive or genitive phrases and relative phrases (that is, attributes that commence with an overt case marker or preposition) may not be the first element in an NP; they may only appear as modifiers: (39) In the case of the inalienable marker, the anaphoric marker, the previous reference marker, and most genitive constructions, attribution of a head in the same phrase is the only option. For non-animate genitive constructions (ie., possession of an inanimate) there is the option of using the 'dummy' head-filler anu 'thingy, whatsit', and with oblique case phrases an appositional phrase may be used to express the oblique relation of a non-headed noun phrase, provided there is an overt nominative article emphasising the oblique phrase reference. Appositional phrases are dealt with in more detail in section 12.4, but examples illustrating their appearance with relative phrases are given below: A caveat needs to be added to this discussion of apparently non-headed NPs; in several cases, a relative clause has become lexicalised as a noun, a unit that thus can fill the N position of an NP. This point can be proven by the fact that it is capable of the full range of modificational possibilities, such as (as illustrated here) a following adjective. If (42) actually had the structure presented in (42)', the adjective would appear following the relative clause, something that would have to be stipulated as possible for this (and a small set of other) relative clause, but not others. If we assume that the relative clause has become lexicalised, then it obeys all the phrase structure rules assumed to operate on all NPs. The same argument applies to (43) and (43) 
Appositional phrases
As already mentioned, a proper name or pronoun cannot be genitively or possessively modified (see (9) for an example of the ungrammaticality of possessive suffixes with free pronouns). If a speaker wishes to refer to something by name that is possessed, for instance a dog called Si'i, this is done by the use of an appositional phrase within the same NP. This, along with examples of the ungrammaticality of a possessive suffix appearing directly on a name or pronoun, is illustrated in (44) and (45) The presence of these appositional phrases leads to a further rule of KP structure to introduce an appositional phrase. In addition to the structure presented in (3), the following is also a possible expansion of a KP:
Discussing appositional phrases in Moronene, Andersen (1994) writes, Semantically, apposition constructions are different from noun compounds in that they do not express subordinated meaning, ie. specify the type of the head, but rather they express a coordinated one, to further clarify the head noun by eg. the extent of the head noun, proper nouns, positions, or purpose.
As Andersen suggests, this is not the same thing as compounding; (50) and (51) This apparent contradictory modification may be explained in terms of the attributive modifier melangka in (52) taking its reference from the noun owaha, since it is part of a lexicalised compound unit. In a true appositional construction, such use of contradictory modification is not allowed, as seen in the ungrammatical (54) If a personal name or nickname is used, it is almost invariably preceded by La, referring to men, or Wa, referring to women (both of which can appear in casual conversation as A). When referring to members of the traditional nobility this sex-specific particle is expanded with Ode, indicating noble status. Close friends, or spouses, may use bela in this position. The basic formula for the use of names is then as follows:
These titles can be used with kin terms as well, when referring to someone older than the speaker. In this context, using La and Wa without a personal name following, Wa takes on the additional meaning of a diminutive. Thus, for instance, although (57) is ill-formed, referring to Mboe, a male name, with the female Wa: There are rather few affixes in Tukang Besi that can be used to derive nominals from otherwise verbal roots; some of these are ambiguous, such as hopo-(see chapter 11.3.3 for a discussion and examples). Two common strategies emerge for the derivation of nominals. One is the use of relative clauses without a head in the N' position. This has been illustrated in 12.4. Another strategy that exists is for a precategorial root to simply be used in either a verbal or a nominal syntactic position, with no derivational morphology required. This was discussed in chapter 4.2, where the existence of the morpheme -'a was also mentioned. The suffix -'a serves to derive a nominal concept from a verbal concept. When applied to verbal roots, the result is usually an abstract noun, referring to the action of the conduct of the verb. With 'verbal' concepts that are based on roots which are more precategorial in nature, the derived nominal often refers to the place in which the action is conducted, though it can also refer to the conduct of the action itself. An example of each of these cases is seen is (59) and (60) With some verbs, the difference between these two senses has developed into a morphological distinction; the (rarely attested) allomorphs -ra and -ma appear to have more specific semantic domains than does the more general -'a. Compare (61b) and (61c) with (62b) and (62c): 'ita-ra-no. CORE see-NL-3POSS 'The way that they look.' * 'Their looking.' * 'The place that they look.'
Although the evidence in (61) -(62) suggests that several suffixes are developing, they are not yet productive enough to require special treatment; the suffix -ma has been observed on only one word, kede, and the -ra suffix on only two, 'ita 'see' and namisi 'feel, taste' (with the irregularity that namisi + -ra yields not * namisira but namira.). A more regular (but still not completely predictable) alternation is the dissimilation that -'a displays when following a syllable with a glottal stop, appearing as -ka (see chapter 2.1.4). This is not wholly regular, however, with some words retaining the glottal stop. For example, compare the forms in (63) and (64) Once derived, the nominal displays all the properties associated with an N, and is otherwise unexceptional. It will be noted in the examples above that the subject of the verb may be present in the derived nominal by the use of possessive suffixes. It may also be present in a full genitive phrase rather than just its pronominal information:
La Tonggi 'The going of La Tonggi and his group.' If the verb is transitive, then the object may be mentioned as well, by means of a genitive phrase, but the normal interpretation is that the first genitive phrase refers to the subject of the equivalent verbal expression, though this restriction is not an absolute one in nominalisations (object relative clauses are stricter in their requirement that the first genitive phrase refers to the by-phrase, and also more likely to include more than one genitively indexed argument. See chapter 15 for discussion): With (most) ditransitive verbs, or verbs with applicative or other valency increasing morphology, all the core arguments may be mentioned in this manner. Though more than one or two are unlikely to occur in natural speech, since the lack of strict rules on the position of arguments in different syntactic roles makes it difficult to interpret these sentences (such as the ambiguity of (67), in which Wa Ode Kiradati is not unambiguously identified as either the see-er or the seen). An example of several genitive phrases on one nominalisation can be seen in (68) The suffix -'o , and its dialectal variant -ko, can be used to indicate an over-abundance of a noun, to an adverse degree. This is commonly used in exclamations, but may also appear as a bare noun phrase, or even with verbal morphology. Examples can be seen in (72) 
12.7
Structure of the prepositional phrase A prepositional phrase is a non-nominative NP or KP preceded by a preposition. It is typically used to introduce adjunct arguments that are not subcategorised for by the verb. In addition to this, predicative uses (as illustrated in chapters 3 and 14) are also common. A prepositional phrase may also be used as a modifier in an NP, though not all prepositions enter equally into all these possibilities (see section 12.9). The reasons for considering prepositions and articles as separate word classes are not unproblematic, since many prepositions can appear with a bare NP, rather than a KP. In this respect they may be seen as having the same structure as a non-nominative KP, as described in 12.1. This is illustrated in (75) We can differentiate articles and prepositions, however. Firstly, all of the prepositions also have variants in which the sister of the preposition is a case phrase, not an apparently bare NP; this is never an option for the case markers na, te, i or nu: Most of the possible article + article combinations are internally inconsistent: i cannot combine with te or na, since i is oblique, and both te and na are core articles. Similarly, na and te cannot combine because na marks nominative case, and te the non-nominative one. Combinations with the genitive article nu are plausible, but disallowed. Unlike the other combinatorial possibilities, the restriction must this time be one of phrase structure constraints (KP → ART NP, but PP → P KP(/K)), rather than functional clashes. 'to the house' Some of the prepositions (such as kua) appear to allow alternation, sometimes taking a bare NP complement, and sometimes an oblique KP complement, This may be functionally explained as removing the double oblique-marking on the NP; since a preposition is inherently oblique, it is unnecessary to further specify the NP as oblique with an oblique case marker. We can then reanalyse the PP in (75b) as being a P + KP, with an empty article position, rather than a P + NP:
head and modifiers This is an important difference in phrase structure between a case phrase and a prepositional phrase, and evidence for their separate status. Another difference between the articles and the prepositions is the fact that the articles na, te and i can appear with arguments bearing a much wider range of semantic roles than any of the prepositions. The range of use of each of the prepositions, and the three clause-level articles (the genitive article nu is left out of this table since it can never serve a predicative or adjunct function in the clause), is set out in table 23 (the general preposition di / i has a wider range, but the existence of applicative morphology that creates core arguments out of otherwise oblique ones means that the articles te and na have a much greater range (the 'extended use' in table 21) than does di / i.). The 'extended use' category includes the use of articles on the objects of applied constructions (for na and te) (see chapter 10), and the replacement of articles or prepositions by kene. This is not the same as the use of kene as an instrumental preposition itself, but is the use of kene as a conjunction (see chapter 18 for discussion of this, as well as the discussion in 12.12).
The difference between prepositions and 'preposition-like' verbs is discussed in 12.12.
Semantic range of the different prepositions
There are four different words that will be treated as prepositions here, although it is clear that there is a continuum of grammaticalisation, with some forms being purely prepositional, displaying no characteristics of other word classes, and others tending towards the verb class to different degrees. The five different prepositions, and the oblique case marker, are:
General oblique
The first and second of these have the most restricted range of use, and show the least resemblance to other word classes; the other two prepositions, mina and kene, both show at least partly verb-like behaviour and certain other non-prepositional functions. The general oblique marker is the broadest in semantic range (see table 23 ). The prepositions mina and kene can be plausibly related to existent verbs in the language, and another verb, dei, bears a resemblance in form and meaning to the di variant of the oblique case article: It is evident that prepositions in Tukang Besi have a mixed origin. For two of the 'prepositions' mina, and kene, the verbal and prepositional forms are identical. The variant of the general preposition di, though fully established in the language, probably owes its origins to trade Malay di, but does nonetheless have a plausible verbal equivalent in Tukang Besi. The allative preposition kua (ka in other dialects, and southern Tukang Besi) is also likely to have originally come from trade Malay ( ). The verb ako, which has undergone a great deal of semantic bleaching, though the core meaning does appear to be 'do (something) for', is a likely candidate for grammaticalisation as a preposition in the future of the language. Ako is not discussed here, but rather in chapter 8, because it governs a core KP (though not with quite the same freedom accorded to most verbs), whereas all the prepositions discussed here govern an oblique KP.
The degree to which the prepositions resemble verbs in their behaviour is summarised in table 24, which summarises various features that are associated with verbs, with the serial verb ako, the conjunction/verb/noun kene, and with the different 'true' prepositions: Kene is listed as allowing possessive suffixes (see 5.5) to code the argument that it governs. This is only possible for kene when it is used to mark a comitative co-agent, not when it is used to code an instrument.
12. The restrictions on the positions in a verbal clause in which an oblique phrase may appear have already been described in chapter 3, and amount to a restriction against any non-core arguments appearing within the VP, regardless of their status as prepositional phrases or oblique case phrases.
Despite being able to appear as adjuncts, predicates or modifiers, there are differences in the range of interpretation that can be attributed to the different oblique markers in these different usages, and restrictions on which functions the different oblique markers may fill. For instance, i/di may be used as a marker of static location, as in (73) - (75), but may also serve to mark the goal (allative location, recipient), and in some cases the source of movement. The variation of semantic range and function that the different oblique markers exhibit is summarised in table 25: n/a n/a (verbal) Modifier LOC, ABL n/a ABL n/a n/a (CONJ)
Although kua and mina show no variation, it is noteworthy that i can only be used to mark static location if it is used predicatively, and can only be interpreted as an ablative marker if it is used to modify within an NP (with exceptions provided for by appositional phrasessee 12.
3). The range of use of apa and kene does not extend past their use as adjuncts. Kene may appear in positions other than just adjunct, but is then interpreted as serving as a conjunction. This is illustrated in (80), in which te mo'ane kene wowine can only be interpreted as having the structure shown in (80)', and not that displayed in (80)": 12.10 General oblique: oblique article i/di
The oblique article di/i, in addition to being the semantically underspecified local oblique marker meaning 'at, on, in, towards, through', is also used in some temporal phrases, and to mark the goal or source of certain emotion verbs, such as in the following examples:
Locative: (81) Ku-kede di kadera. 
Individual prepositions
The use of each of the different prepositional forms will now be illustrated, arranged according to the form of the preposition and each of the semantic roles that are associated with the preposition under discussion. In addition to a discussion of their prepositional uses, each section also summarises the non-prepositional uses associated with that form.
Allative preposition kua
The allative preposition kua is used as well as the oblique article di/i to indicate direction towards something (the core allative usage), but also has uses not encompassed by di/i. It can be used to introduce direct and indirect speech (glossed in these cases simply as a colon; see chapter 16), and can be used to mark the recipient in clauses involving transactions, though this may be a calque on the Malay use of a variant of the allative preposition in this role (ke(pada)). Indeed, the use of kua to mark the recipient is not accepted by many speakers, who use i/di for this meaning.
When used allatively, kua differs from i/di in this use in that kua is used to specify a direction, rather than a destination. Compare the question and answer sets provided in (98) and (99) Whilst a question with the general preposition may be answered with either a destination or a direction, one asked using the allative preposition is felicitously answered with a direction, but not with a particular destination, as was seen in (99b) and (99c). Other sentences illustrating the use of kua are given below: might be predicted on the basis of the phenomenon with the ablative preposition, are not observed. It refines the meaning of kua in that in addition to specifying motion towards a point, it carries the additional information that that point is the end of the activity. Compare (116) and (117), which bring out the differences in possible interpretations: The instrumental preposition ke(ne) is more typically used serving as a conjunction to show accompaniment or inclusiveness, and is obligatorily used to mark the existent in an existential construction with the semi-verb ane. This function can be shown to be (at least somewhat) separate from its prepositional use, however, and is treated as not being a prepositional function. This is dealt with in chapter 18, as well as the discussion in 12.12.
The following illustrate the use of kene: 
